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Terrestrial Coupling  
*latent heat flux* variability controlled by *soil moisture* variation

Two-legged Coupling  
*Some atmospheric variable* variability controlled by *soil moisture* variations through latent heat flux
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Subtle drop when adding the Ocean and others
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Graph showing the percentage of land with terrestrial coupling greater than 10 W m\(^{-2}\) for different models and settings.
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Changing the Deep Convective Trigger slightly increases coverage.
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CAM5.3 CLM4.0 - AMIP Default Trigger
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Changing Convective Trigger
Weaker Coupling with Convective Inhibition controlled but broader coverage
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Changing Resolution:
More local maxima but structure is the same
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Tseng et al. 2016 Climate Dynamics
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- CLM5 will have 6 new representative crop types
- Each PFT can contribute to terrestrial coupling
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- CLM contains sub-grid plant functional types (PFTs)
- There are ~17 PFTs in CLM4.5
- CLM5 will have 6 new representative crop types
- Each PFT can contribute to terrestrial coupling

PFT-level data are available from the CAM5.3 CLM4.5 simulation
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